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Copyright is concerned with 
original intellectual creations
(literary, musical or artistic works, 
incl. software, databases,…) .
Patents relate to inventions, 
producing a technical result –
improved and new products, 
processes, and uses
Main types of intellectual property
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Design rights protect the visual appearance 
of objects that are not purely utilitarian: a 
shape, configuration or composition of 
pattern or color, or combination of pattern 
and color in three dimensional form 
containing aesthetic value
Trade marks are signs concerned with 
brand identity, the purpose of which is to 
connect, in the mind of the consumer, a link
between the particular products and the 
company
Types of intellectual property
source : www.wipo.org
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Copyright ownership = domestic law
The creator of the work is initial owner of any copyright Cf. 
calculation of the duration of copyright (70y after death)
Most Member States have special regimes of legal 
transfers (cf. civil law-common law clash)
 For certain works (databases, audiovisual works)
 Works made by employees – 2 extremes 
Work for hire rule - transfer to employer is implied (UK, Netherlands)
Employee retains ownership unless contract
Mandatory EU regulation for Software
 Rights are deemed to vest in employer
Employees keep moral rights (mostly)
 Obligation from International Treaty (Berne)
Right of attribution & right of integrity
 No EU harmonization
Copyright versus Patent protection
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The right to a European patent shall belong to the inventor 
or his successor in title. 
If the inventor is an employee, the right to a European 
patent shall be determined in accordance with the law of 
the State in which the employee is mainly employed; if the 
State in which the employee is mainly employed cannot 
be determined, the law to be applied shall be that of the 
State in which the employer has the place of business to 
which the employee is attached.
Article 60 European Patent Convention
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• Service inventions
o
• Free inventions
o All other inventions
• Service inventions
o during the performance of his 
duties that involved inventive 
activity;
• Work related inventions
o Based on know-how and/or 
resources of the company and 
developed during the course of  
his duties
• Free inventions
o All other inventions
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1. Perspectives on harmonization
Not promissing
Despite announcements in the 1990s en 2000s
However : 
 “The use of the legislative instrument is generally accepted by
legal doctrine, which assumes that – in respect to
remuneration rights – a real conflict of interests between the
employer and employee exists (...) This conflict is unsolvable
on the individual contract basis; by the considerable factual
imbalance of both parties it is difficult to reach a fair and 
functional legal understanding. This situation needs, therefore, 
some external support in favour of the weaker party either by
collective action and/or by legislation” (Jonczyk, International 
Society of Labour Law’, 1989)
2. DIRECTIVE 2016/943 of 8 June on the protection of 
undisclosed know-how and business information (trade 
secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and 
disclosure
Goal : common measures against the unlawful acquisition, 
use and disclosure of trade secrets, aims at ensuring the 
smooth functioning of the internal market
Safeguards mobility of employees
 The directive will not impose any restrictions on workers in their 
employment contracts, where national law will continue to apply.
 Therefore there will be no limitation to employees' use of 
the experience and skills honestly acquired in the normal course of 
their employment.
 Furthermore, the autonomy of social partners and their rights to enter 
into collective agreements will not be affected by the implementation 
of the new conditions.
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